
 
products and services >>> 

The one-stop-shop solution 

 

Quikfix is renowned for its superior 

range of technologically-advanced 

products and superlative services. 

 

Taken together they provide a fully-

integrated solution for Road  

Authorities wishing to achieve total 

highway maintenance quickly and 

efficiently. 

 

Quikfix RoadCare offers a turnkey 

service which can include pothole 

repair, lining replacement and the 

installation of signs and safety  

devices—all as part of a single 

contract with works completed at the 

same time. 

 

Of course, all these products and 

services are available individually 

and can be contracted at any time, 

including the finishing of new roads 

and surfaces carried out by other 

contractors. 

 

Our territorial companies will be 

delighted to quote for your needs 

and introduce you to the many 

benefits of Quikfix and our  

RoadCare service. 
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Quikfix RoadCare 
Integrated Renewal 

Gone are the days when roads were repaired and then you 
waited weeks or months for different contractors to reinstate the 
road lining, install safety devices and fit news signs.   
 
Quikfix RoadCare is a one-stop-shop where a single contract 
does it all in the only way we know how—quickly, efficiently, 
cost-effectively and with the work guaranteed for 5 years !  

The process of tendering, awarding, supervising and paying several contractors to 
carry out complete road refurbishment is time-consuming, expensive and  
unnecessary !  The works themselves will be done at different times by different 
crews causing greater risk of accidents and prolonged disruption for road users. 
 
The solution lies in a single contractor undertaking all the work at the same time.  
However, finding one company with the equipment, expert manpower and ability to 
do everything is nigh impossible—until now !  Quikfix RoadCare delivers  
fully-integrated, turnkey products and services as part of just one contract. 
 
Our Instant Road Repair is the best in the world, there’s simply nothing faster for 
repairing potholes and road degradation permanently in all weathers and without the 
need for road closures.  Repairs are fully guaranteed using our unique Repair  
Identification System. 
 
Quikfix RoadLine uses modern machinery and cold-lay or thermoplastic paints to 
apply road markings in virtually any colour.  You could also make money from your 
roads at the same time by having our Quikfix RoadMark service apply  
advertisements to the road surface in safe, high-traffic locations. 
 
The installation of road cameras, catseye reflective studs and other safety devices is 
undertaken by Quikfix RoadSafe. 
 
And, finally, new informational and directional signs can be designed, manufactured 
and erected by Quikfix RoadSign as part of the integrated, co-ordinated works  
programme.  Job done ! 
 

Quikfix RoadCare is the 21st Century way of maintaining your road  
network.   
 

It’s economical, fast, reliable and guaranteed ! 
 

Ask “the one for the road” to quote the next time you require complete, 
joined-up road refurbishment. 
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